Evidence of a supernova event, discussed in Wallner et al., was discovered in the deep-sea crusts with two signals dating back to 2-3 and 7-9 Myr ago. In this contribution, we place constraints on the birth-site of the supernova progenitors from the ejecta timeline, the initial mass function, and the ages of nearby stellar groups. We investigated the Scorpius-Centaurus OB Association, the nearest site of recent massive star formation, and the moving group Tucana-Horologium. Using the known stellar mass of the remaining massive stars within these subgroups and factoring in travel time for the ejecta, we have constrained the ages and masses of the supernova progenitors by using the initial mass function and then compared the results to the canonical ages of each subgroup. Our results identify the Upper Scorpius and Lower Centaurus-Crux subgroups as unlikely birth-sites for these supernovae. We find that Tucana-Horologium is the likely birth-site of the supernova 7-9 Myr ago and Upper Centaurus-Lupus is the likely birth-site for the supernova 2-3 Myr ago.
Introduction
A supernova (SN) is an explosion caused by the death of a massive star that is at least 8±1M (Smartt 2009 ). SNe appear to have an upper limit of 18M , where anything more massive collapses into a black hole (Smartt 2015) . These SNe undergo extremely violent explosions that occur at a rate of ∼1-3 per century in our Galaxy and are the source of heavy metals in the Universe (Adams et al. 2013; Fry et al. 2015) . The recent discovery of the 60 Fe signature in the oceanic crust has provided physical evidence for a nearEarth SN explosion (Fields et al. 2005; Wallner et al. 2016) . This physical evidence corresponds with the confirmation of a peak of SNe activity between 12-17 Myr within 200 pc of the solar system (Sørensen et al. 2017) . A likely progenitor birth-site for this event is the Scorpius-Centaurus OB Association (Sco-Cen) because of the distance and the amplitude of the 60 Fe (Benítez et al. 2002; Breitschwerdt et al. 2016) . The goal of this contribution is to determine the birth-site of the SN that is consistent with the Initial Mass Function (IMF) and then compare the results to the mean ages of nearby stellar associations.
Sco-Cen has historically been divided into three subgroups: Lower Centaurus-Crux (LCC), Upper CentaurusLupus (UCL), and Upper Scorpius (US). Sco-Cen is the nearest OB Association to the sun and is the nearest site of recent massive star formation (Preibisch & Mamajek 2008) . In this present work, each of these groups will be evaluated as possible points of origin and the results will be compared Corresponding author: hydem22@outlook.com to their assumed mean ages. It has also been suggested that Tucana-Horologium (Tuc-Hor) may have been responsible for the event (Mamajek 2016) , so this group will also be considered.
Smaller associations, such as the β Pictoris Moving Group (Torres et al. 2008) or the 32 Ori Association (Bell et al. 2017) , will not be considered here since they are not massive enough to be the birth-site for a supernova progenitor. In addition, though evidence supports the existence of a larger young population in the vicinity of Taurus (Kraus et al. 2017) , the stellar census is incomplete and thus it will also be excluded in this study.
Data and Models

Models
In order to establish a mass-lifetime relation, the rotating evolutionary tracks of masses from 1-70M from the Ekström et al. (2012) study were used. For an upper limit, 70M was chosen since it is more than 3 times as massive than the largest star currently in Sco-Cen (see Table 1). These tracks provide an accurate description of noninteracting stars and, including rotation, have been shown to accurately and simultaneously predict the main sequence width as well as the surface velocities and abundances (Ekström et al. 2012) . These tracks are based on a grid of stars between 0.8-120M . These stellar tracks adopted a metallicity of Z = 0.014 and include the enhancement of mass loss in the red supergiant stage which accurately predicts mod-els above 15-20M (Ekström et al. 2012 ). This accuracy is especially important because this investigation focuses on stellar masses that will eventually explode as a SN, so a reliable lifetime for each mass is needed in order to determine a possible point of origin for the SNe events discussed in Wallner et al. (2016) .
Young associations within the solar neighborhood have near-solar metallicities (Barenfeld et al. 2013; Viana Almeida et al. 2009 ), therefore, a solar metallicity of Z = 0.014 was adopted. A rotational velocity of V/V crit = 0.355 was assumed because it is an average equatorial rotation, < v eq > = 120 kms −1 , for the massive stars in the subgroups in Sco-Cen (Pecaut et al. 2012) .
Tuc-Hor is the largest young moving group of stars nearby, making it an excellent SN progenitor host association, with a distance of ∼40pc away (Kraus et al. 2014; Zuckerman et al. 2001) . Moving groups are believed to have come from a dispersed yet 'coeval' population (Mamajek & Feigelson 2001; Zuckerman & Song 2004) , meaning they will have similar characteristics such as metallicity and distance. These young moving groups have near-solar metallicities (Viana Almeida et al. 2009 ), so, for this project, it will be assumed that Tuc-Hor has the same metallicity and rotational velocities as Sco-Cen.
Mass of Associations
The masses of all the B type members from each subgroup of Sco-Cen from the de Zeeuw et al. (1999) study were estimated. Table 2 .2 shows the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram for the stars in the US subgroup. Each HR diagram position was compared to the evolutionary tracks to estimate their individual masses which are listed in Table 1 . This same process was repeated for UCL, and LCC in Table 2, and Table 3 , respectively. In the Sco-Cen subgroups, the uncertainty is listed for all masses above 5 M . Masses below this cutoff have a typical uncertainty of ±0.2M . The masses for Tuc-Hor members in Table 4 are adopted from the David & Hillenbrand (2015) study with a typical uncertainty of approximately ±0.2M .
Black Holes
Observations of SNe events from the past 15 years and theoretical stellar models have strongly suggested that SNe progenitors exist within a range between 8 M to 18 M , where anything more massive than 18 M will not become a SN, but instead will collapse into a black hole (Smartt 2015) . The support for this upper limit was strengthened by the recent discovery of a ∼25 M red supergiant that failed to SN (Adams et al. 2017) . This evidence explains the discrepancy between observed and expected SNe events within the solar neighborhood. Using 18 M as an upper limit will provide better constraints on each subgroup being considered in this project for the SN evidence discussed in the Wallner et al. (2016) study. 
Ocean Core Samples and Travel Time
A recent examination of several ocean core samples by Wallner et al. (2016) from SN ejecta corresponding to two distinct events. One event, which is referred to here as the 'Recent Event', was likely from SN ejecta that landed 2-3 Myr ago on Earth. The other event, referred to here as the 'Older Event', was likely from SN ejecta that landed on Earth 7-9 Myr ago. This present work considers the origin of these two events as core-collapse SNe, and attempts to determine the likely birth-site of these events, taking into account an assumed initial mass function, the masses and possible progenitor birth-sites of nearby young associations, and a timeline that is consistent with the assumed mean ages of these associations. The masses listed in this table are the stars above 1.5 M that were adopted from the David & Hillenbrand (2015) study.
The uncertainty in the ocean core samples is due to the natural contamination of oceanic isobars (Fields et al. 2005) . The 60 Fe could not have had a terrestrial origin because the signal had been found in every ocean, leading to the assumption that there is a uniform distribution over the Earth (Wallner et al. 2016) .
The travel time adopted for this project is a rounded estimate of ∼0.18-0.25 Myr from Feige 2014 and 0.14-0.98 Myr from Fry et al. 2015 . This current work will assume a mean travel time of ∼0.5 Myr for the Sco-Cen subgroups and Tuc-Hor, considering the difference in calculations. These travel times are less than the uncertainties in the timeline of the 60 Fe signal.
Analysis
It was decided to investigate both the random and optimal sampling initial mass function (IMF) techniques to compare the differences in results for each group of stars. The expected lifetime of each mass ranging from 1-70M were interpolated from the Ekström et al. (2012) evolutionary tracks and was used to generate a mass-lifetime relationship. An upper mass limit of 70M was chosen, since it was more than 3 times larger than the largest mass still present in Sco-Cen. The mass-lifetime relationship is shown in Figure 2 . Preibisch et al. (2002) have examined the IMF of US and found that a slope of -2.35 accurately describes ScoCen, so this slope was adopted for both random and optimal sampling. The IMF is a mathematical model used to describe the distribution of stars born from the same event. Being born from the same event, the stars within an association will be approximately 'coeval', which provides an advantage in developing a model for the IMF. The IMF is expressed as a power-law whose slope determines the distribution of stellar masses (Kroupa et al. 2013) . Even though the IMF of a population cannot be directly measured, great progress has been made in determining the slopes for the IMF depending on various characteristics of these populations. These characteristics are inferred from the HR diagrams. Understanding the IMF will lead to a better interpretation of the formation of stars (Bastian et al. 2010 ).
The IMF is described in the following function:
where ξ(m) dm is the number of stars within an association on a mass interval [m, m + dm]. Salpeter's IMF (α = 2.35) has been shown to describe the masses in a cluster that are greater than 1 M (Salpeter 1955 ), and appears to be universal among young clusters and associations as well as older globular clusters (Bastian et al. 2010 ). The IMF is typically used as a multiple power-law distribution using different slopes for masses smaller than 1 M . However, this multiple power-law will not be necessary because the distribution of SN-eligible stars is constrained within the limits of only one of these power-laws, α = 2.35 for M>1M stars.
Random Sampling
Two different approaches for the IMF will be explored here: random and optimal sampling. Random sampling involves producing a synthetic population of stars that are independent of each other and can be performed with or without constraints (Kroupa et al. 2013 ). These synthetic populations are created over a prior distribution that corresponds to the spread of stellar masses in a system. The probability density function is found between the minimum and maximum values (no constraints using the physical mass limit m max = ∞). This probability density is described as a powerlaw distribution from which thousands of populations of stars can be generated in order to determine the most likely shape of the cluster over a given α (Kroupa et al. 2013) .
The normalization constant for US for the proportionality in Equation 1 was calculated by using the number of stars above 2.3 M (see Table 2 .2). The list of the stellar masses for US, which were inferred from their HR Diagram, are listed in Table 1 . Using the mass-lifetime relationship from Figure 2 , a synthetic population of 25,000 stars was developed for each group with their corresponding lifetimes. Both the normalization and Salpeter's constants were used to create an extrapolative model for the missing SN progenitor. Please note that these simulations do not include any additional assumptions such as ejecta travel time or time of SN event. The simulations only include the data from their respective subgroups (i.e. rotational velocity, metallicity, and mass) and are not sensitive to their assumed ages. Additional characteristics (e.g., subgroup age, black holes, runaway stars, and travel time) will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.
Estimating Missing Mass
Instead of choosing masses at random, optimal sampling provides stellar masses that are perfectly distributed according to the IMF that chooses masses in descending order from m max (Kroupa et al. 2013 ). Optimal sampling is solved iteratively by first finding the normalization constant then the most massive star (Kroupa et al. 2013 ) by the following two equations:
where the term M encl is the enclosed mass of the entire cluster or subgroup of stars and M encl (m i ) is the correction term since this star must remain between m i and m max (Kroupa et al. 2013 ). Though optimal sampling was not used for this project, it helped inspire a process to estimate the next most massive star of each group, referred to in this work as the Estimating Missing Mass Function (EMMF). After finding the normalization constant from Equation 2 by counting the stars in a range of masses from each group, a modified version of Equation 3 was used. Instead of solving the equation iteratively in descending order, everything-including the normalization constant-was put back into Equation 2 with the most massive cataloged star (m current ) as the lower limit and the unknown variable to solve being the upper limit in the equation. This modified equation is represented by the following expression:
where m unknown is the unknown variable and the mass of the calculated missing star. Please note that the EMMF used the same data as Random Sampling and is independent of the ages of their respective subgroups. The uncertainties in the masses given represent a 95% confidence interval. The uncertainties in the masses given represent a 95% confidence interval. The total mass of Tuc-Hor is too small to provide a possible progenitor to be considered for more than one event.
To check the validity of this equation, this process was used against the present-day stars (each time adopting the new normalization constant produced from Equation 2) which verified the accuracy of this method. Table 5 and  Table 6 provide the estimated missing masses from each Probability Density Fig. 3 Age Histogram of Upper Scorpius. These ages were drawn from a synthetic population of 25,000 stars that were modeled from the mass-lifetime relationship discussed in 3.1 and are the results of the random sampling method. group using this same method. This process is equivalent to placing each mass into its own bin, as discussed in Maíz Apellániz &Úbeda (2005) . Furthermore, the results in Maíz Apellániz &Úbeda (2005) indicate that even when the bin sizes are very small, even as low as one star per variablesized mass bin, the resulting biases in recovering the IMF are very small. This implies that the EMMF method described here is also subject to very little bias in determining the upper limit of the mass bin, and thus very little bias in inferring the mass of the missing supernova progenitors in the associations examined here.
Results
Random Sampling
The masses of each star were inferred from their HR diagrams for each subgroup considered for this project. These masses were used to establish a mass-lifetime relationship by using the models from the Ekström et al. (2012) evolutionary tracks (refer to Figure 2 ). This mass-lifetime relationship was used to translate the results of random sampling (refer to Figure 3 ) into a lifetime for the possible missing mass from each subgroup within the SN-eligible range ∼8 M to 18 M . One interesting discovery from the random sampling method was that each subgroup had near-identical results though they had widely varying normalization constants because of the differences in the range of masses in relation to the count of masses in each group. Since the results for the remaining subgroups were so similar to the results for US, they will not be included in this paper.
Estimating Missing Mass
Instead of using the IMF in the traditional fashion by solving for each mass iteratively and in descending order, the possible SN progenitor was solved in ascending order by maintaining the normalization and Salpeter's constants with the most massive cataloged star being the lower limit. The results for each subgroup can be found in Table 5 and Table 6. Using both of these tables, LCC and US were eliminated as candidate birth-sites because they had large masses outside of the 8 M to 18 M range, a range supported by the recent discovery of a ∼25 M red supergiant which failed to SN (Adams et al. 2017) . Tuc-Hor, in comparison, could only have been responsible for one of the two events mentioned in the Wallner et al. (2016) study. Since the missing mass for Tuc-Hor has an uncertainty of approximately 3 M , there is a possibility that Tuc-Hor could be responsible for either the Recent Event (2-3 Myr) or the Older (7-9 Myr) SN Event.
Up to this point, the ages of the associations have not been considered since they were not relevant to determining the masses of the SN progenitors. When considering the likely birth site for the progenitor, the lifetime of the proposed progenitor must be consistent with published mean ages of each association. Published ages for US range from 5-11 Myr (David & Hillenbrand 2015; Feiden 2016; Kraus et al. 2015; Pecaut et al. 2012; Preibisch & Zinnecker 1999) , while ages for UCL and LCC range from 10-20 Myr (Mamajek et al. 2002; Pecaut et al. 2012; Sartori et al. 2003; Song et al. 2012 ). The ages that will be adopted for US, UCL, and LCC are 10±3 Myr, 16±2 Myr, and 15±3 Myr, respectively (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016) . The adopted age for Tuc-Hor will be 45±4 Myr (Bell et al. 2015) .
As the predicted progenitor from Tuc-Hor has such a large mass range, the mass range will be evaluated in sections (6-7, 8, 9 , and 10-12 M ) in order to eliminate or verify the possibility that either SN event took place in Tuc-Hor. The 6-7 M range yields a lifetime between ∼55-80 Myr which is inconsistent with the age of Tuc-Hor and the time of the SN, as well as being inconsistent with the SN lower limit. If the progenitor was 8 M (42 Myr lifetime) and factoring in ∼0.5 Myr travel time, then the lifetime of the progenitor would fit within the timeline of the Recent Event. In comparison, if the progenitor was 9 M (33 Myr lifetime), then the age of the progenitor could only be eligible for the Older Event. If the progenitor was 10 M (26 Myr lifetime) and factoring in ∼0.5 Myr travel time, then the lifetime of the progenitor would be too young for either event, thus eliminating the 10-12 M range.
For UCL, the predicted progenitor masses from Table 5  and Table 6 will be used in the same manner as Tuc-Horagainst its mean age. If UCL was responsible for one of the two events, having a progenitor mass of ∼14 M and a lifetime of ∼15 Myr would be inconsistent for the Older SN Event but within the lifetime range for the Recent SN Event. The same result will also be true for UCL if it was responsible for two events. Being responsible for two events required a progenitor mass of 16 M (∼13 Myr), again, being consistent with only the Recent Event. The results for UCL are consistent with the time frame for a SN event that was outlined by Feige 2010 , Feige et al. 2017 , and Sørensen et al. 2017 .
Since this method depends on the total stellar mass of the association, the occurrence of runaway stars may affect the results of the EMMF. The number of runaway stars within a cluster appears to vary between ∼10 (Blaauw 1961) to ∼90% (de Wit et al. 2005) , or between 2 to 27% when those estimates are combined (Lamb & Oey 2008) . Earlier works suggested that 6 stars (HIP 42038, HIP 46950, HIP 48943, HIP 69491, HIP 76013, and HIP 82868) may have originated from Sco-Cen, but were later found to have come from IC 2391 and IC 2602 (Jilinski et al. 2010) . Another study found that the OB density in US has not changed significantly (Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2006) .
Since this issue continues to be a topic of discussion and is not a main theme of this paper, it was decided that the calculations for the EMMF method should consider an additional 3 missing stars from each subgroup. After repeating the analysis, it was found that the original results displayed in Table 5 and Table 6 would not be significantly altered since the normalization constants were not drastically changed. Assuming 3 ejected massive stars in each association, the mass of progenitors of a single event in each group are as follows: LCC (24.9±1.2 M ), UCL (14.2±0.2 M ), US (28.2±1.5 M ), and Tuc-Hor (7.5±1.1 M ); the results for two events are: LCC (38.4±3.4 M ), UCL (15.7±0.2 M ), and US (46.5±4.9 M ). Since the addition of potential runaway stars had little effect on the predicted SNe candidates from each subgroup, it was decided to maintain the original results displayed in Table 5 and Table 6 . Please note that the results accounting for the runaway stars live within the uncertainties found in the original results.
Comparison of Previous Work
Previous work in this field by Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) established results that conflict with the findings of this project and will be addressed by each subgroup (UCL and LCC). In the Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) study, they used the 60 Fe from the Recent Event to establish a time-line of the formation of the Local Bubble by predicting the frequency and the mass of multiple SNe events. In both Table 7 and Table 8 , the 'SN Mass' and 'Time SN Occurred' columns contain the masses of the progenitors and the time they exploded, respectively, as determined by Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) . The 'Lifetime' column contains the rounded lifetimes of the 'SN Mass' as established by the Ekström evolutionary tracks. The remaining column in both tables is the result of adding the data from the 'Lifetime' and the 'Time SN Occurred' columns which produce the expected ages for each respective subgroup.
In both Table 7 and Table 8 , the mass in the first row exceeded the upper limit of 18M set by Smartt (2015) , Ekström et al. (2012) study. 'Implied Age' is the age implied for the association from the putative progenitor mass and the mass-lifetime relationship. See Section 4.3 for discussion. Yes* indicates consistency with some regions of the subgroup, based on the age map contained in Pecaut & Mamajek (2016) so these masses were disregarded. Comparing the results from Table 7 and the adopted mean age for LCC, 15±3 Myr (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016) , shows that the masses predicted by Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) are incompatible with this subgroup. An additional comparison between the masses from Table 7 and Table 3 shows that the Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) study concluded that 5 of the masses to SN are smaller than the largest masses currently in LCC (refer to Figure 2 to review the mass-lifetime relation). The mass-lifetime relation indicates that the smaller a mass is, the longer it will live-meaning that it is highly improbable for masses with a significantly longer lifespan to SN before the larger masses. However, the significant age spread indicated by the age map in Pecaut & Mamajek (2016) indicates that the masses within the 12-27 Myr range are plausible candidates for LCC. The adopted mean age for UCL is 16±2 Myr (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016) , so the masses and their respective times of death within Table 8 imply that it is inconsistent with the mean age. Much like LCC, the Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) study concluded that there were masses smaller than those currently in UCL to have already exploded as a SN. However, there is a significant age spread within this subgroup where portions are ∼24 Myr old (Pecaut & Mamajek 2016) . Accepting the masses between the 14-24 Myr range would eliminate the last 5 masses from Table 8 for eligibility as progenitor candidates.
Because various ages for the subgroups of Sco-Cen appear in the literature, this contribution will consider the implications of younger ages; ∼5 Myr for US and ∼10 Myr for UCL and LCC (Preibisch et al. 2002; Song et al. 2012) . If the true age of Sco-Cen were younger, then the predicted SN progenitors for the Sco-Cen subgroups found in Table 5 and  Table 6 would be incompatible with their respective ages. Similarly, the results obtained from the Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) study would also be incompatible since the lifetimes of the SNe progenitors would be more than double the mean subgroup age.
In addition to considering a younger age for Sco-Cen, it would also be important to recognize that an 18 M upper limit for a SN may not be a definite cutoff since the mass from the Adams et al. (2017) study was ∼25 M . In Table 7 , the lifetime for a 18.61 M progenitor would imply an age of 22.3 Myr for LCC which would be consistent with the age map for LCC by Pecaut & Mamajek (2016) . Likewise, the 19.86 M progenitor for UCL in Table 8 would imply an age of 22.3 Myr and would also be consistent with the older ∼24 Myr portions of UCL found within the Pecaut & Mamajek (2016) age map.
Discussion
Though the results from random sampling were not used in this project, it is an important point of discussion. The results from every subgroup analyzed produced near-identical results despite having different normalization constants. One explanation for this phenomenon is that random sampling was not the appropriate method for this project. Random sampling is a probability distribution which is the addition of many of the same results over the same distribution. The results, therefore, were very similar because each subgroup had similar initial and cutoff values which produced very similar histograms.
Another important point of discussion is with the results obtained from the EMMF. Each subgroup was treated as a whole, as opposed to sectioning off each subgroup into agerelevant groupings as indicated in the age map by Pecaut & Mamajek (2016) . This method would perhaps give a better idea of where a SN may have occurred in comparison to the results of this project. These age spreads are one possible reason for producing such a large and unusable progenitor mass within US and LCC and is a prospect for future research within this field.
Some of the conclusions from previous work on this subject are inconsistent with the assumed ages of Sco-Cen, as addressed in Section 4. This was done by comparing the resulting masses from the Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) study to the expected lifetimes from the Ekström evolutionary tracks. Another constraint for the masses from the Breitschwerdt et al. (2016) study was provided by the upper limit for SNe by the Smartt (2015) study. Once all inconsistencies were eliminated, only 4 possible masses within UCL and 3 within LCC remained within reason for the cause for the Recent (2-3 Myr) Event.
Conclusions
The results from random sampling provided no new insights to the point of origin for the SNe events discussed in the Wallner et al. (2016) study. This was due to the vague results that were difficult to interpret but still consistent with the EMMF. Initially, random sampling was to be used as a reference for comparison between each subgroup, but instead has become a reference for comparison between different sampling methods.
In contrast, the EMMF proved an excellent method for generating the missing star (the next largest mass) within a group which allowed for a straightforward interpretation of results to compare the SN timeline, the mass-lifetime relationship, and the adopted mean ages of each association to test each birth-site for plausibility. This process had been adapted to predict current stellar masses within a very small range of uncertainty. The only problem encountered with this method was that it was applied to the entire subgroup and not to age-relevant sections as described in Pecaut & Mamajek (2016) .
US and LCC were eliminated as possible points of origin for the SNe events based on the size of the masses from the EMMF which produced stellar masses that were beyond the accepted range indicated by Smartt (2015) . Tuc-Hor, surprisingly, was found to fit within the time constraints for either event. The problem with Tuc-Hor, though, is that the masses within the moving group are extremely small, meaning it could have only produced one SN. UCL, in comparison, was found to only fit within the Recent Event based on its adopted mean age. By process of elimination, Tuc-Hor is favored for the Older Event.
